Surface Enzyme Chemistries for Ultrasensitive Microarray Biosensing with SPR Imaging
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ABSTRACT: The sensitivity and selectivity of surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI) biosensing with nucleic acid microarrays can be greatly enhanced by exploiting various nucleic acid ligases, nuclease, and polymerases that manipulate the surface-bound DNA and RNA. We describe here various examples from each of these different classes of surface enzyme chemistries that have been incorporated into novel detection strategies that either drastically enhance the sensitivity of or create uniquely selective methods for the SPRI biosensing of proteins and nucleic acids. A dual-element generator−detector microarray approach that couples a bioaffinity adsorption event on one microarray element to nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI measurements of nucleic acid hybridization adsorption on a different microarray element is used to quantitatively detect DNA, RNA, and proteins at femtomolar concentrations. Additionally, this dual-element format can be combined with the transcription and translation of RNA from surface-bound double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) templates for the on-chip multiplexed biosynthesis of aptamer and protein microarrays in a microfluidic format; these microarrays can be immediately used for real-time SPRI bioaffinity sensing measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

The simultaneous detection of multiple DNA, RNA, and proteins by bioaffinity adsorption onto biopolymer microarrays has become one of the premier tools of modern biochemical, bioanalytical, and biomedical research.1−3 Moreover, the multiplexed microarray−microfluidic format also serves as a key method for the rapid and efficient sensing of various biomarkers for disease diagnostics. Applications of multiplexed biomarker detection in healthcare include protein biomarker screening for specific cancers,4 messenger RNA gene expression profiling,5 and antibody screening.6 These applications often require the ultrasensitive multiplexed detection of nucleic acids and protein biomarkers at extremely low (femtomolar) concentrations from total sample volumes in the microliter range.

Surface plasmon resonance imaging (SPRI) is an optical detection method7,8 that has been successfully used to quantitatively measure the multiplexed bioaffinity adsorption of proteins and nucleic acids onto biopolymer microarrays.9−12 Figure 1a displays a schematic diagram of the experimental setup for SPRI measurements of microarrays.13 SPRI directly detects the bioaffinity adsorption of proteins and nucleic acids upon binding onto a biofunctionalized gold thin film via changes in the local surface refractive index. SPRI differential reflectivity images of biopolymer microarrays attached to gold thin films have been used for multiplexed, real-time measurements of bioaffinity adsorption at nanomolar concentrations. SPRI measurements are easily integrated with both simple10,14 and complex5,16 microfluidic delivery methods, enabling rapid detection of target biomolecules at nanomolar concentrations in 100−200 s.17 An example of a 16-element SPRI microfluidic chamber is shown in Figure 1b.

The sensitivity and selectivity of SPRI biosensing can be greatly enhanced to picomolar and even femtomolar concentrations through the action of various nucleic acid ligases, nuclease, and polymerases on nucleic acid probe microarrays.18−23 In our 2006 Langmuir Feature Article, we detailed a relevant mathematical model of these surface enzyme kinetics.24 In a number of subsequent papers, we have developed a variety of enzymatically amplified detection strategies for miRNA profiling, single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping, and DNA, RNA, and protein biomarkers. In this article, we discuss how ligases, nuclease, polymerases, and DNAzymes can all be used for the ultrasensitive detection of nucleic acid and protein targets in a microfluidic format with SPRI. For protein bioaffinity measurements, the additional incorporation of nucleic acid aptamers into the microarrays is also an essential component. Furthermore, DNA-functionalized gold, silica, and polymer nanoparticles are often incorporated into detection strategies.25,26 A unique generator−detector dual microarray element approach enables the combination of both enzymatic and nanoparticle enhancement to improve the SPRI sensitivity down to femtomolar concentrations. Additionally, this dual microarray element format can be used for the on-chip templated biosynthesis of RNA and protein microarrays by surface transcription and translation of RNA from surface-bound double-stranded DNA templates for the on-chip multiplexed biosynthesis of aptamers and proteins in a microfluidic format; these microarrays can be immediately used for real-time SPRI bioaffinity sensing measurements.
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translation in a microfluidic volume immediately prior to SPRI monitoring. While this article focuses on the amplification of SPRI biosensing measurements with nucleic acid enzymes, there are also many other methods for the amplified detection of DNA and proteins. For example, the detection of DNA and proteins can be enhanced by nanoparticle assembly,27,28 horseradish peroxidase enzymatic amplification,29 rolling circle amplification,30 protein and DNA self-assembly,31 and coupling to plasmonic nanoparticles.28,32,33 In addition to SPRI, all of these surface ligation chemistries are shown in Figure 2. In Figure II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Surface Ligation Chemistries for SPRI Microarray Biosensing. DNA and RNA ligases can be used to facilitate the biopolymer microarray fabrication process by enzymatically attaching oligonucleotides to surfaces.35–39 Two common surface ligation chemistries are shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2a, the enzyme T4 RNA ligase fastens the 3′ hydroxyl end of a single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) oligonucleotide onto a 5′ phosphate-terminated single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) oligonucleotide already bound to the surface. This surface enzymatic reaction is termed "untemplated" ligation because it involves a T4 DNA ligase or T4 RNA ligase that does not require a DNA or RNA template to form RNA microarrays.35–39 On the other hand, the enzyme Taq ligase shown in Figure 2b connects an ssDNA oligonucleotide (D1) from solution to a surface-bound ssDNA oligonucleotide (D2). This "templated" surface ligation chemistry requires the presence of a complementary ssDNA sequence (D3)—the template DNA. Such templated ligation occurs only when the final nucleotide on the 3′ end of D2 matches its complementary nucleotide in D3 (Figure 2b). This single base sensitivity has been exploited to create an SPRI-based method for SNP genotyping, specifically for the identification of a point mutation in the BRCA1 gene associated with breast cancer.37

Untemplated ligation of ssRNA to ssDNA, the process described in Figure 2a, has been a useful tool for RNA microarray formation. These recyclable RNA microarrays are built upon a monolayer of 3′-thiolated ssDNA previously spotted onto gold array elements. T4 DNA or RNA ligase plays a crucial role in the formation of phosphodiester bonds, linking the 3′-hydroxyl end on the ssRNA strands in solution to the 5′-phosphate-terminated, surface-bound ssDNA. This surface ligation reaction has a 90 ± 5% efficiency, as estimated from the SPRI signal of ssDNA hybridizing onto the RNA microarray.40 Such a ligation-aided attachment technique holds several advantages over other fabrication methods that involve amino-functionalized, alkyne-terminated, or biotin-modified ssRNA. It requires only unmodified ssRNA strands that directly attach to the ssDNA-functionalized microarray element. This avoids the costly chemical alteration of ssRNA strands, which may result in the loss of their integrity and functionality. The highly efficient ligation not only overcomes the need to introduce any additional chemical moieties or proteins (such as streptavidin) into the microarray element surface but also provides a DNA–RNA chimera that can be utilized in subsequent enzymatic reactions.

RNA aptamer microarrays, a subset of ssRNA microarrays created by untemplated ligation, are valuable tools for the study of nucleic acid–protein binding and for the fabrication of SPRI protein biosensors. An RNA aptamer is an ssRNA sequence

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the SPRI experimental setup. (a) Bioaffinity adsorption onto a 45 nm gold thin film results in a local refractive index change. This leads to a difference in the monochromatic reflectivity image of a biopolymer microarray, which is obtained in the prism-coupled internal reflection geometry at the SPRI angle. (b) An example of a 16-element small fluidic SPRI chamber. The microfluidic channel has a cross-sectional area of 1 mm × 100 μm. The total cell volume is approximately 10 μL.

Figure 2. Two surface ligation chemistries. (a) Untemplated ligation utilizes T4 RNA ligase to link ssRNA with ssDNA bound on an array surface. (b) Templated ligation uses Taq ligase to conjugate surface-bound oligonucleotide D1 to oligonucleotide D2 from solution solely in the presence of complementary oligonucleotide D3 that forms a surface double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) complex. Ligation will occur only if the nucleotide on the 3′ terminus of D2 (labeled X) is complementary to the paired nucleotide in D3.
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with a unique binding affinity toward a specific ligand biomolecule; RNA aptamers are considered to be potential alternatives to antibodies for protein capture.1−4 The aptamers are typically identified by a combinatorial systematic evolution of ligands by an exponential enrichment (SELEX) screening process;14,15 quantitative SPRI measurements of the aptamer−protein binding strength can be used subsequently to select the best aptamer sequences for biosensor applications. For example, a surface-ligated RNA microarray was used to obtain quantitative SPRI measurements of the aptamer−protein binding strength (Langmuir adsorption coefficient) for a set of potential RNA aptamer sequences for blood disease biomarker protein factor IXa.36 Surface-ligated aptamer microarrays have also been used for the enzymatically amplified SPRI detection of two other biomarkers, human thrombin (hTh) and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF).38

Aptamer microarrays are an alternative to antibody microarrays. With high target specificity and binding strength, antibodies are commercially available and widely used as capture molecules for microarrays. However, antibody microarrays can sometimes be prone to antibody−antibody adsorption crosstalk and can denature if accidentally dried. In contrast, aptamer microarrays have less aptamer−aptamer crosstalk and maintain their functionality if dried and reconstituted.45,46 Additionally, the protein-bound aptamer microarrays can be selectively released by hybridization with complementary ssDNA, and the aptamer oligonucleotides can also include additional sequences for use in further enzymatic amplification.

Another application of the surface ssRNA−ssDNA ligation is for the detection of multiple miRNA sequences at picomolar concentrations. These short RNA strands are potential targets of interest due to their regulatory role in gene expression as they interact with messenger RNAs (mRNA).57 Profiling miRNA expression at picomolar to femtomolar concentrations can pinpoint various disease conditions, including cancers, cardiovascular diseases, and liver damage.48 One method of miRNA detection with SPRI biosensing is shown in Figure 3.

In this SPRI biosensing measurement, the target single-stranded miRNA is captured by untemplated enzymatic ligation on ssDNA-functionalized silica nanoparticles (SiNPs) instead of a planar gold thin film microarray surface.23 The key miRNA ligation attachment step occurs in 10 to 100 μL of solution, which eventually yields miRNA targets labeled with SiNPs. This novel method of miRNA detection has several advantages. Rather than capturing the target miRNA on a planar microarray surface, utilizing SiNPs accelerates the attachment ligation chemistry due to the greater total surface area of the nanoparticles. Also, the radial diffusion of miRNA strands to the SiNPs requires less time than planar diffusion to a microarray surface. Once the target miRNA is securely ligated onto the SiNP surface, it is possible to centrifuge these miRNA−SiNPs in order to isolate, collect, and concentrate them for their subsequent SPRI measurements. Finally, the SPRI signal (reflectivity change) that is observed due to the hybridization adsorption of miRNA−SiNPs onto a microarray surface is greatly enhanced due to the large change in local refractive index caused by the presence of the SiNPs. This method can be used to detect multiple miRNA sequences at concentrations as low as 1 pM.

**B. Surface Nuclease Reactions for SPRI Microarray Biosensing.** Nucleases can remove oligonucleotides attached to microarray surfaces by the hydrolysis of phosphodiester bonds. This detachment of bound biomolecules results in a decrease in the SPRI signal (negative reflectivity change). Each nuclease exhibits a cleaving selectivity with specific directional and nucleic acid conformational preferences. For example, enzyme Exonuclease I (Exo I) digests ssDNA in the 3′ to 5′ direction but does not degrade dsDNA. Exo I has been employed in DNA computing on surfaces to eliminate ssDNA in the presence of dsDNA.49 In contrast, enzyme Exonuclease III (Exo III) hydrolyzes one strand of a dsDNA duplex in the 3′ to 5′ direction, starting at either a blunt end or a 5′ overhang (but not a 3′ overhang). As shown in Figure 4, this exonuclease activity can be used to manipulate DNA on surfaces.19

Figure 4a presents two possible scenarios (labeled as case I and case II) of Exo III activity on surface-bound dsDNA. In case I, after connecting the 3′ thiol-modified ssDNA strands to the gold surface, hybridization adsorption of complementary ssDNA sequences forms dsDNA on the surface. This leads to an increase in the SPRI signal, as shown in Figure 4b. Subsequent exposure of this microarray element to Exo III digests the hybridized complementary oligonucleotide, returning the SPRI signal to its original level. Meanwhile, the 3′ thiolated ssDNA remains intact. As for case II, with 5′ thiol-terminated oligonucleotides already linked to the array surface, dsDNA also forming via hybridization with the complementary sequences occurs. However, exposing the array element to Exo III has two consequences: as Exo III digests the surface-bound 5′ thiol-modified ssDNA, the intact complementary sequence departs from the element surface as well. The SPRI data
RNase H specifically digests RNA oligonucleotides in an RNA–DNA heteroduplex, without the digestion of ssRNA, ssDNA, dsRNA, or dsDNA. As seen in the scheme in Figure 5a, after a target ssDNA oligonucleotide hybridizes with a surface-bound RNA oligonucleotide, the RNase H will digest the RNA in the RNA–DNA duplex and release the target ssDNA back into solution. The same strand of target ssDNA can then hybridize with another ssRNA on the microarray surface and induce another hydrolysis event. This repeatable cycle leads to enzymatic amplification, and only a minute amount—1 to 10 fM—of target ssDNA is needed to produce a detectable SPRI signal loss. The speed and sensitivity of this enzymatic enhancement technique have been attributed to both the enzyme’s great selectivity and RNase H being an endonuclease, which cuts the ssRNA all along the heteroduplex. This method is also capable of detecting longer, unpurified PCR products from genomic ssDNA samples. In this case, the ssRNA probes attached to the microarray surface are complementary to only a certain section of the target ssDNA; however, RNase H amplification still delivers a rapid and full SPRI signal loss. Meanwhile, this experimental design can also detect specific DNA sequences in human genomic samples that have not been amplified by PCR.

C. Surface Polymerase Reactions for SPRI Microarray Biosensing. DNA and RNA polymerases are a powerful class of enzymes that can be used in multiple ways to create enzymatically amplified SPRI measurements. The word “amplification” indicates how these enzymes not only augment the SPRI signal but also synthesize copies of nucleic acid biopolymers from nucleotides, which is how the word is used in the more traditional biochemical sense. DNA and RNA polymerases have been used in a variety of amplification methods for ultrasensitive SPRI microarray biosensing measurements of nucleic acids.

The polynucleotide adenylyltransferase poly(A) polymerase has been used to greatly amplify the nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI microarray detection of miRNA. Poly(A) polymerase adds adenosine nucleotides to the 3′ end of ssRNA in a continual fashion, engendering a poly(A) tail. Polyadenylation consumes adenosine triphosphate (ATP), releasing a diphosphate in exchange for each adenosine monophosphate added to

Figure 4. Exo III activity on surfaces. (a) Exo III activity on dsDNA attached via the 3′ and 5′ ends (labeled case I and case II, respectively). (b) SPRI image and reflectivity changes during Exo III activity for case I and case II. (c) Scheme for the amplified SPRI detection of ssDNA by Exo III activity on a DNA microarray element.

Figure 5. RNase H for ultrasensitive DNA microarray detection with SPRI. (a) RNase H amplification schematic. b) RNase H amplified SPRI detection of ssDNA solution from 0 M to 1 pM. (c) SPRI signal (Δ%R) at 200 s after target exposure vs log of the target ssDNA concentration.
the ssRNA. The addition of a poly(A) tail to mRNA in eukaryotes has multiple functions during translation.\textsuperscript{51} Figure 6 demonstrates how this poly(A) tail addition becomes a highly sensitive miRNA detection strategy when coupled to nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI.\textsuperscript{21} This joint process involves two steps to detect the hybridization adsorption of miRNA onto an SPRI microarray element. Poly(A) polymerase first generates adenosine units on the 3′ end of the surface-bound miRNA, which then provides a template for the subsequent hybridization adsorption of multiple 13 nm gold nanoparticles functionalized with T30 ssDNA (T30 AuNPs). This amplification method is an example of nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI, where the specific adsorption of one or more biofunctionalized nanoparticles is used to greatly increase the SPRI reflectivity response. Nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI was first used for SPRI by He et al. to detect DNA at picomolar concentrations.\textsuperscript{26} Subsequently, gold, silica, and polystyrene nanoparticles have all been used for the enhanced detection of nucleic acid and protein biomarkers with SPRI and other SPR methods.\textsuperscript{22,23,25,26}

As seen in Figure 6, the enzymatic polyadenylation reaction requires that the 3′ terminus of the hybridized target miRNA be exposed to solution. For this reason, miRNA is captured with a shorter complementary locked nucleic acid (LNA) that is linked to the gold surface by the 3′ terminus. LNAs provide for stronger hybridization adsorption binding with the miRNA,\textsuperscript{52} and using a shorter LNA creates a 3′ overhang of six or more bases to further enhance the poly(A) polymerase’s initial binding efficiency. Figure 6b illustrates the microarray detection of miRNA at femtomolar concentrations by this combined approach of polyadenylation coupled to nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI. Through additional experiments, it was estimated that the poly(A) polymerase attaches approximately 250 adenosine units to the hybridized miRNA, creating multiple binding sites for the T30 AuNPs on each adsorbed RNA.\textsuperscript{21} The general concept of combining enzymatic amplification with nanoparticle enhancement has become one of the primary methods for ultrasensitive SPRI biosensing.

A second example of this combined signal amplification is the use of the enzyme T7 RNA polymerase with DNA-functionalized AuNPs to detect ssDNA. T7 RNA polymerase creates multiple ssRNA copies from a dsDNA template by first binding to a specific T7 promoter sequence and then synthesizing ssRNA copies in the 5′ to 3′ direction.\textsuperscript{53} This RNA transcription reaction is the initial step in gene expression. Figure 7 depicts how a surface RNA transcription reaction can be coupled to nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI to detect ssDNA.\textsuperscript{22}

The key design feature of Figure 7 is the use of two adjacent microarray elements on the same chip for RNA transcription and the nanoparticle-enhanced detection of the transcribed RNA; these elements are denoted as the generator and detector elements, respectively. The interelement distance is roughly 1 mm. Attached to the generator element are 5′ amino-modified ssDNA probes that include a T7 promoter sequence (denoted in Figure 7 as Surface Promoter DNA). This probe DNA hybridizes with a complementary target ssDNA to create a dsDNA template for the synthesis of numerous ssRNA copies via in vitro surface transcription (Figure 7b). The T7 RNA polymerase reaction occurs on the chip in a 25 μL volume of a reaction mixture that includes T7 RNA polymerase and ribonucleoside triphosphate building blocks. The reaction proceeded for 120 min, during which time the newly synthesized RNA transcripts diffuse to the detector elements (step (c) in Figure 7), where they are captured by a second ssDNA that is complementary to a sequence on the 3′ end of the ssRNA (shown as the Surface Detector DNA). Hybridization of the ssRNA transcript to the surface detector DNA still leaves half of the ssRNA sequence available for hybridization (Figure 7c). Exposing the microarray to a 4 nM solution of ssDNA-functionalized AuNP solution that is complementary to the other half of the transcribed RNA completes the last step in this scheme. The biofunctionalized AuNPs adsorb onto the detector elements, creating a real-time SPRI signal increase that can be used to quantify the amount of original target template ssDNA.

This dual amplification–detection method was used to detect ssDNA at concentrations as low as 1 fM. Additional experiments revealed that the T7 RNA polymerase reaction synthesized roughly 2000 ssRNA transcripts from each adsorbed target DNA and was limited by the quantity of reagents in the incubation chamber.\textsuperscript{22} A caveat of this method

---

**Figure 6.** Surface poly(A) polymerase reactions for ultrasensitive miRNA detection. (a) Schematic of miRNA detection by polyadenylation and then coupling with nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI by the adsorption of T30 AuNPs to the poly(A) tail. (b) SPR difference images taken by drawing a line profile across the microarray image (shown as a solid line).

**Figure 7.** Diagram of dual microarray element strategy. (a) Template DNA hybridizes with the bound surface promoter DNA on the generator element. (b) Surface transcription occurs on the generator element. (c) After diffusing to the detector element, surface transcribed RNAs get captured by hybridizing with the surface detector DNA. (d) SPRI sensing determines the quantity of DNA from the measured sum of transcripts hybridized with DNA-decorated AuNPs.
is that the target ssDNA sequence must be 3’-labeled with the T7 promoter sequence for the transcription reaction to occur.

As a final example of the use of surface polymerase reactions for enzymatically amplified SPRI, surface extension reactions using Klenow fragment DNA polymerase have been employed in conjunction with nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI detection for the detection target ssDNA at concentrations as low as 400 fM. This method provides the unique advantage of being able to detect relatively long, unknown ssDNA sequences that are labeled on each end with a known 20 base sequence, one to hybridize to the surface-bound probe ssDNA and the other to capture the ssDNA-functionalized AuNPs.

D. DNAzymes for SPRI Microarray Biosensing. A final set of enzymes that can be incorporated into enhanced SPRI biosensing measurements are ribozymes and DNAzymes (short for DNA-cleaving deoxyribozymes), which are single-stranded RNA or DNA oligonucleotides that can catalyze nucleic acid hydrolysis, ligation, or other biochemical reactions. We recently described the concept of DNAzyme footprinting for the detection of protein-aptamer bioaffinity adsorption and the amplified detection of protein biomarkers. This methodology is shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8. DNAzyme sequence that can cleave the thrombin aptamer sequence in the absence of thrombin–aptamer binding.

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of DNAzyme footprinting. The presence of thrombin that is adsorbed to an ssDNA monolayer can block the surface enzymatic endonuclease activity of the DNAzyme. After exposure to the DNAzyme, the number of reporter sequences remaining on the microarray element is equal to the number of adsorbed thrombin molecules.

Figure 8 depicts the two ssDNA sequences employed in our initial DNAzyme footprinting measurements. The ssDNA DNAzyme sequence in Figure 8 has been designed to hybridize to the ssDNA human thrombin (hTh) aptamer sequence, which normally folds into the G quartet structure shown in the figure. Once hybridized, the DNAzyme sequence will cleave the hTh aptamer at the thymine base location denoted in Figure 8 with the red arrow in the presence of Cu^{2+} ions. This DNAzyme sequence has been designed to have a weaker hybridization strength (ΔG° = −43.1 kJ/mol) toward the hTh aptamer sequence than the thrombin’s binding strength (ΔG° = −51.8 kJ/mol) to the same aptamer. Thus, in the presence of thrombin, this DNAzyme will not bind to the aptamer, and the cleavage reaction will be blocked. This is the essence of DNAzyme footprinting, which conceptually is similar to the process of DNase footprinting for the detection of protein–dsDNA complexes.

Figure 9 shows how DNAzyme footprinting can be used in an aptamer microarray format to detect proteins. When a microarray element modified with an ssDNA monolayer of the thrombin aptamer sequence is first exposed to a thrombin solution and then to a DNAzyme solution, the DNAzyme will cleave all of the aptamer sequences that are not interacting with thrombin proteins. If the aptamer oligonucleotides attached to the microarray element also include a reporter sequence as shown in Figure 9, then the number of reporter sequences that remain on the surface after DNAzyme cleavage will be proportional to the number of adsorbed thrombin molecules. These reporter sequences begin with a T7 promoter sequence and therefore can be detected by the hybridization of a complementary ssDNA, followed by enzymatically amplified detection of the dsDNA surface duplex by the dual-element RNA polymerase and nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI detection strategy described in section C. This DNAzyme footprinting technique, when coupled with transcription–nanoparticle enhanced SPRI, can be used to detect thrombin at concentrations as low as 100 fM and serves as an example of how to pair surface enzymatic amplification with protein–aptamer interactions to develop novel SPRI protein biomarker sensing methods.

E. On-Chip Templated Biosynthesis of RNA and Protein Microarrays. A final important application of surface RNA polymerase chemistry is the on-chip templated biosynthesis of RNA and protein microarrays. On-chip biosynthesis offers a clean, fast, and efficient microarray construction method that eliminates the need for postsynthesis purification and the use of a complicated spotting apparatus for array fabrication. For the on-chip biosynthesis of RNA aptamer microarrays, a particularly important advantage is that the on-chip biosynthesis minimizes any possible contamination or degradation of the transcribed RNA by confining the transcription reaction to just the microfluidic volume in contact with the microarray chip.

Figure 10a displays the steps involved in constructing an RNA aptamer microarray in an on-chip biosynthesis format. Employing the dual microarray element generator–detector strategy detailed in section C, the dsDNA template now encodes an ssRNA aptamer sequence along with a unique capture sequence. Introducing the transcription mixture with T7 RNA polymerase and ribonucleoside triphosphate units triggers the production of aptamer transcripts. Diffusion delivers the aptamers from the generator site to the adjacent detector element, which holds a complementary ssDNA capture sequence that secures the aptamer by hybridization adsorption. Because each transcribed aptamer is paired with a unique capture tag, each aptamer sequence in the multiplexed on-chip transcription will bind only to a specific, designated detector element modified with the complementary ssDNA capture sequence. The resultant self-assembled RNA aptamer
microarray can be immediately used in SPRI biosensing measurements of protein biomarkers. As a demonstration, this on-chip biosynthesis method was used to fabricate a two-component ssRNA aptamer microarray for the SPRI detection of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and human thrombin. Figure 10b presents SPRI reflectivity difference images of this microarray after its exposure to nanomolar solutions of the proteins.

A second, more ambitious application of RNA polymerase surface transcription is the on-chip templated biosynthesis of protein microarrays for SPRI biosensing utilizing the process of in vitro transcription and translation (IVTT). Among the established on-chip protein microarray fabrication techniques,59,60 Figure 11 illustrates the first attempt at the on-chip templated biosynthesis of a protein microarray for the SPRI detection of antibodies.61

For on-chip protein biosynthesis, template dsDNA sequences were synthesized by PCR amplification from expression plasmids that included the T7 promoting and terminating regions, a ribosomal binding sector, a hexhistidine (His6) tag, and a code for the desired proteins. The forward primer for the PCR was 5′ amino modified in order to chemically attach the template dsDNA to the generator microarray elements. After the dsDNA templates were attached to the generator elements, the microarray was exposed to 25 μL of the IVTT solution in a microfluidic format. The T7 RNA polymerase within the IVTT mix transcribed multiple mRNA strands that were subsequently translated into proteins by the ribosomes in the IVTT solution. To capture the His6-labeled proteins, the detector elements were modified with a Cu(II)-nitrilotriacetic acid monolayer. All synthesis steps occur isothermally within the microfluidic volume directly above the chip, creating a protein microarray from a dsDNA microarray. Unfortunately, this microarray fabrication technology is not self-assembling as there is only one surface attachment mechanism (NTA capture of the His6 tag), thus separate microfluidic channels need to be employed for each protein. In these initial experiments, this on-chip templated IVTT protein biosynthesis was used to create two-component protein microarray chips for real-time SPRI measurements of the specific adsorption of antibodies onto green fluorescent protein (GFP) and luciferase monolayers.61

III. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We expect the use of isothermal surface enzyme reactions in SPRI biosensing for the enhanced selection, capture, and amplification of DNA, RNA, and protein biomarkers to continue to expand. The integration of metal, polymer, and magnetic nanoparticles into these ultrasensitive surface enzyme chemistries will also increase as the methods for nanoparticle biofunctionalization improve. Note that many of these enzymatic amplification methods can be easily adapted for...
many other traditional and newer biosensing techniques: fluorescence, SERS, electrochemical detection, quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring and surface acoustic wave devices, localized surface plasmon resonances including nanohole and nanoring arrays, high quality factor (high-\(Q\)) optical sensors, and surface plasmon resonance phase imaging.\(^{2,28,33,34,62–69}\)

We also expect that the incorporation of aptamer bioaffinity processes into enzymatically amplified SPRI biosensing will become more prevalent. The DNAzyme footprinting methodology described in this article is just the first example of how aptamer—enzyme coupled methods can be used for ultra-sensitive protein biomarker detection. There are a significant number of catalytic aptamers, such as ribozymes, riboswitches, and riboregulators, that can potentially be coupled to nanoparticle-enhanced SPRI for the ultrasensitive detection of both proteins and metabolites.\(^{70}\)

Finally, we expect that multiplexed surface RNA polymerase transcription reactions and on-chip templated biosynthesis will eventually become the preferred methods of RNA and protein microarray fabrication. One powerful feature of these array fabrication methods is that they require only a miniscule quantity of transcribed RNA probes or synthesized proteins—approximately 10 to 50 femtomoles per element. Both the in situ transcription and self-assembly of RNA microarrays from DNA microarrays and the on-chip multiplexed IVTT to build protein microarrays from DNA template microarrays offer simple, highly efficient surface enzymatic approaches to the rapid implementation of multiplexed bioaffinity adsorption measurements in a microfluidic format, with SPRI or other detection methods.
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